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CO ENENTS. the realities of the moment and an accurate
intuition of the very character of modern22. CONTINUATION OF THE GENERAL DISCUSSION. intuition of the very character of modern
warfare. There was a time when war.Speeches by M. de Zulueta (Spain), Dr. Munchu 

(Denmark) and M. Benes (Czechoslovakia). however barbarous and cruel, had some
reason: it cut the Gordian-knot which the
diplomats had been unable to unravel.
War, said one of our historians, is the
cure for things for which there is no cure.22. - CONTINUATION OF THE GENERAL

2.I-SCONTINUAIN OFT TDE GNRLA desperate method it was, but still a
~DISCUSSION,~. method, the ultimate ratio, but yet not

irrational. Until recently it could at leastThe President. EHis Excellency MI. deThePesi .Hs Eelly l. de be defended as an exceptional measure.Zulueta, Minister for Foreign Affairs, dele- b deeded as an exceptional measure.
gate of Spain, will address the Conference. Thoe times are past Wr hsas no senseto-day. Impartial in its absurdity, it

Ml. de Zulueta (Spain): punishes with equal severity victor and
vanquished, and in the end it brings both

Translation : The Government I represent together in a common misery that goes
appreciates the reasons for which this deeper than the political differences by
Assembly has been so cautiously styled which they are still divided even after peace
"Conference for the Reduction and Limita- has been signed.
tion of Armaments ", but we should be This is why the peoples have revolted
traitors to our democratic origins if we against the burden of arms, cumbrous and
failed to express unequivocally at the outset useless weapons, delusive symbols of force
our ardent desire -if we cannot say hope- without strength and defence without
that it should become a conference fordis- security. Flung into the fray where all
armament. On the morrow of the terrible distinction between combatants and non-
war which laid waste half Europe, the combatants is nullified by the extension of
peoples of the world expected of their acts of war ever farther behind the front,
statesmen not rules for the meticulous reduced to the semi-starvation of rations,
measurement and mathematical comparison threatened in their homes by the ever-
of national armaments, but a clear con- growing menace of aerial, chemical and
ception, a definitive act of disarmament, incendiary warfare, shaken to the depths
complete and entire. by the economic and social disturbances

Whatever the doubts that ideal may that ensue from the vast scale of modern
have suggested to the experts who have war, like the monstrous epidemics begotten
studied the question, whatever hesitation of earthquakes, the peoples of the world
it may have aroused in the minds of the are not in a mood to tolerate a new war
statesmen who for the last twelve years and, if their Governments embroiled them
have succeeded one another in power, it in one, they would rise in blind wrath to
is plain to-day that disarmament pure and destroy a civilisation that had abjured the
simple is demanded by a sure instinct of very principles on which it is based.



Our duty, therefore, is to combine caution predominant part which the Press should
with audacity. take in moral disarmament. We have

That there are risks in the policy of dis- also stressed the importance we attach
armament none can deny, but who can fail to the co-operation of women, and the
to see that there are even graver risks in Conference will very soon be consulted
a policy of arms? on the proposals submitted to it by the

It is futile to palliate the evil by attempt- Council, on our recommendation, for ensur-
ing to humanise war. I apologise to those ing the collaboration of women in this
speakers who have advocated such methods work of peace, on which they have expended
for expressing doubt whether it is desirable so much effort.
to make the attempt which they suggest The most deeply rooted causes of war,
to prohibit the weapons that have been however, are perhaps those which relate to
termed inhuman. War has its laws, laws economic facts. The trouble arises from the
as objective as the force of gravity, and contrast between the economic interde-
experience has proved that belligerents pendence of nations and the economic chaos
do not in practice consent to any methods that is due to the free play of their sovereign
for humanising war save those that do not rights. Until national economic interests,
prejudice the success of military operations. rising above their limitations, have re-
We consider also, however, that it is dan- nounced their rivalries for the sake of
gerous to introduce matters of this kind international concord, the foundations of
into disarmament; in the first place, we peace will be as shifting as the sands.
should be diverting the Conference's atten- Having contributed from the outset to
tion from its real purpose, which is not the work of disarmament, which bears the
to mitigate but to abolish war, and in the imprint of five years' devoted labour on the
second place, we should be wasting time part of my friend and colleague M. de
and infinite labour in an endeavour to render Madariaga, Spain looks forward to the day
war tolerable and thereby weaken the possi- when this first sketch of the commonwealth
bilities of disarmament. No, it is not of nations shall be consolidated, take shape
chemical, aerial or submarine warfare that and assume its full proportions. She would
we desire to abolish, but war. welcome an extension of compulsory arbi-

In order to abolish war, which is, in other tration, the juridical settlement of disputes,
words, international anarchy, we must create the strict and courageous application of the

international order. We who are assembled Convention for preventing war and the

here are the artisans of that order. The Convention on financial assistance; in a
League provides the plan. Without going word, the whole system of mutual aid and

into the thorny question whether disarma- goodwill which is the true guarantee of
ment should precede security or security peace. Instead of fresh texts, she would
precede disarmament, we take the view like to see existing texts better remembered,
that both will advance pari pass with the more faithfully complied with and less...
progress in the organisation of peace. Such interpreted. Within this framework she

organisation is inconceivable except on a would wish other nations to accompany

universal basis. We believe then, and her in a bold scheme of disarmament
we say so with the greatest sincerity, which would include-:
coupled with the utmost deference for the On land: The reduction of armaments,
nations concerned, that until the United personnel and material, to the lowest
States of America and the Soviet Union limits strictly necessary for maintaining
have joined the League it is difficult to internal order, for fulfilling international
imagine how total disarmament can be obligations and for the service of the
brought about. League.

Sorrowfully the world witnesses to-day
a spectacle of which the least that can be At sea : The reduction of navies to the
said is that the authors of the Covenant status of a coast police force, the neutra-
in 1919 would have thought it impossible lisation of straits and a contribution by

in 1932. None can doubt that if the Council each country to an international police
had been able from the outset to count fleet.
on the collaboration of the two Powers to Te as e prohibition of
whom I have referred, it would have been ilitar aiao o e it 
in a very much better position to settle all mtiony aviation combined with teinternationalisation of commercial avia-
the dispute and ensure peace in the spirit ti.
of the Covenant. - on.

By such continuous and methodical colla- Some of my colleagues may think this
boration we can succeed in removing the programme rather utopian. I would remind
causes of war. Of those causes some are them that the Spanish Republic has volun-
psychological; these have been examined tarily given proof of its firm resolve to
more particularly in the Polish delegation's conform to this ideal.
memorandum, the importance of which The Spanish Constitution contains an
the Conference will, of course, appreciate. Article 6 which states explicitly, " Spain
I would remind my colleagues that the renounces war as an instrument of national
Spanish delegation has been engaged upon policy", Article 7 says, " The Spanish State
this question from the standpoint of the will respect the universal rules of interna-
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tional law by embodying them in her own the feeling of mutual confidence and prevent
positive law "; Article 76, "International embitterment of disputes. Hence we regard it
Conventions and Treaties ratified by Spain as essential that the international organisa-
must be registered with the League of tion set up by the Covenant, the various
Nations in conformity with Article 18 of Conventions and the institution at Geneva
the Covenant and for the purposes therein should work as effectively and strongly
provided. Secret Conventions and Treaties as possible. We think that this might pro-
and secret Clauses in Conventions or Treaties vide a meeting ground for those who
shall not be binding on the nation " believe that disarmament should precede
Article 77, " The President of the Republic security and those who believe that disarma-
may not sign a declaration of war except ment should follow; for while it is true, as
under the conditions laid down in the M. Grandi has said, that the forging of the
Covenant of the League of Nations and only instruments of security was contempora-
when all defensive means other than those neous with an increase in the aggregate
of a warlike character and all the judicial of military expenditure throughout the
procedures of conciliation or arbitration world, it is also true that this very multi-
specified in the international conventions plication of the instruments of security
to which Spain is a party and which are proves their weakness. That weakness,
registered with the League of Nations however, cannot be ascribed to the texts,
have been exhausted." which in most cases are satisfactory but

Lastly, there is Article 78 "The President to a sort of tacit scepticism concerning their
of the Republic may not give the League efficacy, a scepticism which events unfor-
of Nations notice of the withdrawal of tunately would appear to justify. We
Spain except within the time-limit laid therefore strongly emphasise that the
down in the Covenant and subject to paramount need of peace is to strengthen
the previous authorisation of Parliament the observance of established texts, and
embodied in a special law which must be that it is useless to endow the League
voted by an absolute majority". with a material force if we withhold the

These articles in our Constitution will moral force necessary to employ it.
show you that in the opinion of Spain the We also share the opinion of those delega-
time has come to include among the tions which have proposed the abolition
immediate realities of the day the moral of arms that are obviously of an aggressive
obligations of a new international society. character. While fully realising that this
In the sphere of military organisation also, distinction is relative and empirical, we
Spain has drawn the consequences of these nevertheless believe that it can perfectly
legal principles. She has reduced by half well be realised in practice.
the number of her divisions and by more We therefore propose the abolition of
than two-thirds the number of her officers; artillery in the long range and very mobile
she has spontaneously reduced the tonnage class, together with tanks, ships in high-
of her navy; she has made drastic cuts tonnage categories, long-range naval guns
in her military, naval and air budgets. and military aeroplanes of every description.

This shows you that even if, in the We also propose complete publicity for
absence of the political and legal conditions armaments and military establishments
I have outlined, our programme of complete capable of manufacturing them in accord-
disarmament cannot be achieved at once, ance with the last paragraph of Article 8
my Government will be glad to join in of the Covenant.
any and every effort that may be made We propose the strictest and fullest
by this Conference to ensure the improve- supervision for the plan of disarmament
ment in the present state of armaments which may be adopted.
that public opinion unconditionally demands. We consider, lastly, that this plan should

In this connection we were glad to hear be expressly based on Article 8 of the
most of the delegates who have spoken Covenant. We believe that in the matter
earlier propose concrete and practicable of disarmament the Members of the League
measures for disarmament. Without pledg- must, under the terms of that article,
ing ourselves at this stage to accept all either be governed by a convention or
these proposals in detail, we consider that be engaged upon the study of a new conven-
they supply valuable guidance for amend- tion and that, in consequence, when we
ing and completing the draft Convention, here have completed our work, the arma-
which must naturally serve as the basis of ments of the various Members of the League
our work. We should like to be allowed will be placed finally and for all time under
to make our modest contribution to this an international regime and will cease for
work. I do not propose for the present to ever to be what they were de jure until
go into the details of our proposals, which I the coming into force of the Covenant,
shall in a few moments lay on the table and what they will remain de facto until
of the Conference, but I should like to this Conference has finished its work,
explain the spirit in which they are con- outward and visible signs of the state of
ceived and the main outline of their structure. international anarchy.

The general principle governing our pro- As to the Convention itself, we propose
posal is that we should concentrate on the that its provisions with regard to war
period preceding war in order to strengthen material should be considerably streng-



thened. We accept indirect budgetary Convention but may only propose its
limitation, but we hold it at the same time revision under paragraph 3.
indispensable to supplement it by the adop- "Previsions shall be added to the
tion of the following three points: Convention with a view to rendering the

The limitation of stocks by means of application of Article 8 more effective.
inventories which will have to be verified; " Lad Armaments. (1) Abolition of
the adoption by all countries of the 1925 all ars which a majority of the Coner
Convention for the Supervision of the ence shall deem to be of an aggressive
International Trade in Arms and the adop- character. Technical criteria, such as
tion of a Convention to be drawn up by calibre, mobility, etc., shall be decided
our Conference providing for the strictest the Conference after consultation
and most effective supervision possible over with experts.
the private and Government manufacture
of arms and ammunition. "(2) As an'additional measure to

This is a point on which the League's Article 10 of the Convention, provisions
work seems to us singularly defective. shall be included to provide for:
Paragraph 5 of Article 8 of the CovenantA. The limitation of stocks of mate-
states that : rial and the establishment and publi-

" The Members of the League agree cation of an inventory;
that the manufacture by private enter- ii i i-
prise of munitions and implements of rm The n orporation t 
war is open to grave objections. The arament Convention of
Council shall advise how the evil effects " (a) The Convention of 1925 on
attendant upon such manufacture can be the supervision of the international
prevented, due regard being had to the trade in arms and ammunition;
necessities of those Members of the
League which are not able to manufac- " (b) A Convention to be proposed
ture the munitions and implements of by the Conference providing for
war necessary for their safety." international and national supervi-

sion of the private and State manu-
Unfortunately, the various Commissions facture of arms and ammunition,

which have dealt with this question have such manufacture to be subject to a
failed after long discussion to draw up an system of licensing and publicity.
acceptable Convention. "The principles which will govern

The Spanish delegation, which attaches this Convention are those formulated
the greatest importance to this question, in the report of the Temporary Mixed
will therefore ask the Conference to study Commission (Document A.16.1924.IX),
this system, which it considers will be of duly amended by the Minority Report
the greatest value for the supervision of on page 32.
war material and as a guarantee for peace.ents () o Sat

These, then, are the concrete proposals may bild vsel of o 0 to
which my Government wishes to place may build vessels of over 10,000 tons
wbeforhe he C ernmene. Repulican Spai or capable of carrying guns of over 203 mm.
before the Conference. Republican Spain mersible vessel may have a dis-
regards international peace not as an ideal No sumeiof more than 1,00 tons or a
to be aimed at but asan imperative necessity, pla of re than 0 tos or 
which must be realised in practice. It holds r ads of action greater than that whi
that the time is past for a purely national the nfeen ay determie as givi
organisation and that henceforward States v 
will no longer be able to achieve their aims "(2) Merchant vessels may not be
unless they co-operate with that vaster strengthened for the purpose of being
and more lofty organisation that is called equipped with guns or with other appli-
the world. The life-blood of that organi- ances enabling them to be used for war
sation is peace. Peace must ensue from a purposes.
constant effort which demands both reason
and goodwill. In making this effort the " Aviation. - Complete abolition of
world can rely on an old people whose in- military aviation; internationalisation of
terests are universal but not material, and cvl aviation.
whose new spirit is at the service of-the new

hope actuating mankind. The President. - The next speaker is Dr.

The following are the proposals of the Munch, Minister for Foreign Affairs, delegate

Spanish delegation: of Denmark.

" General Provisions. - The Convention D. Muneh (Denmark) :
shall be explicitly concluded on the basis Translation: The discussion you have
of Article 8 and, in consequence, Article heard these last few days has been charac-
60 of the draft Convention shall be either terised by a frankness commensurate with
omitted or amended, since, under the the gravity of the present situation. Never
terms of the Covenant and in particular in the history of mankind has so far-reaching
Article 8, paragraph 4, the High Con- a discussion taken place in public between
.tracting Parties may not denounce the all the Great Powers. But rarely has it
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been so necessary to seek in frank and sincere principle of equality would, so to speak, be
discussion a solution for the burning ques- recognised even if we had, for the time, to
tions which have arisen between us. forgo its entire fulfilment.

On every side I am sure the frankness Further, important progress towards
with which the representatives of the Great equality would be achieved if we applied
Powers have expressed themselves on this the idea proposed by many speakers, includ-
platform will be regarded as proof of their ing Sir John Simon, Mr. Gibson, M. Grandi
firm intention to make a supreme effort to and M. Litvinoff, namely, the prohibition
avert the dangers which now threaten the of certain arms peculiarly adapted to offen-
world's peace and prosperity. sive use, in view of the fact that these arms

From the very outset of our discussions are already prohibited in the States bound
we have had before us certain definite by the treaties of peace.
proposals and detailed schemes. I think I This idea of prohibiting offensive arms
am expressing the unanimous sentiments of is contained in the resolutions of the Inter-
this Conference in thanking the authors of Parliamentary Union, the Union of League
these proposals and schemes for having of Nations Associations, the international
thus placed a very useful basis of discussion labour organisations and other organisa-
at our disposal. tions which have addressed the Conference.

We must have the courage to face the It would seem that, as regards the idea
truth and to recognise that the arguments itself, unanimity has already been obtained.
adduced differ profoundly, as was to be But it must be admitted that different
foreseen. At first sight we are tempted to opinions come to light when we approach
say that it will not be possible to reconcile the question: " What arms are of so
these opposing views and that there is abominable and offensive a character that
no means of achieving a result of any real they must be prohibited? "
value. Nevertheless, the need for success Agreement exists as regards scientific,
is so evident that we dare not let this first chemical and bacteriological weapons and
impression remain. It is a duty, particularly also regarding incendiary bombs. But one
for States which are not involved in the important question remains as yet unan-
great political interplay of interests, those swered: do we mean only that we agree
to whom Chancellor Briining appealed, to prohibit the employment of these means
to seek in these different arguments a of destruction, or are we prepared also to
common ground on which a fruitful dis- prohibit the preparation of chemical means
cussion may be based. of warfareS

But when we study closely these argu- If we are to allay the fear created in the
ments which appear so different, we see hearts of men by this new form of warfare,
that after all they contain certain common we must surely prohibit its preparation.
or at any rate similar ideas, which might As long as States possess the means to
perhaps form a foundation on which we wage chemical and bacteriological warfare
should be able to build up some preliminary it may rightly be said: " Certainly they
results. have promised not to employ these weapons,

This first Disarmament Conference cannot they merely prepare them in case any State
of course achieve a comprehensive solution should violate its obligations in this respect ;
of the disarmament problem, such as would but if war breaks out, each belligerent
harmonise all the conflicting opinions. The State will then use all the means in its
most we can hope to do for the moment power to ensure victory ".
is to make a first step forward towards It cannot be denied that if the use of
fulfilling the engagements entered into in these chemical and other weapons is to be
Article 8 of the Covenant. But it should not prohibited, their preparation must be abso-
be impossible to indicate at the same time lutely abolished and an effective system of
the general outline of a programme for the supervision must be established in this
gradual and progressive reduction of arma- respect. It would, I admit, be difficult to
ments, a programme for a reduction by institute such a system, but I wonder
stages which might be continued until the whether it would not be possible in this
promises of the Covenant have been entirely case to take as a basis the French proposals
fulfilled. concerning civil aviation ? The difficulty

The German delegation very strongly would be to supervise factories and chemical
demanded the adoption of the principle of products; would it not therefore be possible
equality of rights for all States in this re- to group these factories into an interna-
spect. If we couldagree tolimit, inthematter tional cartel, supervised by the organ of
of armaments, the freedom of States not control which has been suggested in con-
bound by the treaties, and decrease to a nection with armaments?
certain extent the armaments of those The problem of aviation is intimately
countries - with certain exceptions, per- bound up with that of chemical warfare
haps, for certain States which are in a quite and incendiary bombs. The prohibition
special situation - we shall already have of one of these arms would involve the
made very considerable progress towards prohibition of the other. It is not quite
the equality so earnestly demanded. If clear whether there exists on this point
we could at the same time accept the the unanimity which was apparent in the
programme for a gradual reduction, the matter of chemical and bacteriological war-
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fare. My impression is, however, that agree- a reduction in the regular annual military
ment exists at any rate as regards large expenditure will be the most tangible sign
bombing aircraft. of the value of the Convention we are

As regards other arms which are specifi- preparing.
cally adopted for offensive uses I think It should be added that in fixing the ratio
that, though views may differ to a certain of reduction for each State, it will always
extent, there nevertheless exists a strong be necessary to remember the geographical
current of opinion in favour of theirprohibi- and political situation of the State in
tion. question. This, as M. Tardieu has pointed

The arms which the treaties of peace out, is one of the principles of Article 8
themselves have indicated as being above of the Covenant.
all likely to be used for offensive purposes Finally, it should obviously not be too
are those which should be prohibited in the difficult to reach an agreement regarding
first place. The French proposal provides, the institution of a supervisory body
for part of these arms, a special system organised as effectively as possible and
under which, in certain cases, they should representing all the signatories of the future
be placed at the disposal of the League. Convention.
Some delegations undoubtedly would not We can therefore note that agreement
consider this system sufficiently reassuring, seems possible regarding the prohibition
and would prefer the absolute prohibition of specifically offensive arms, the appreciable
of those arms which are of a particularly reduction of military expenditure and the
offensive nature and dangerous to the institution of effective supervision even if
maintenance of peace. For my part I am we find it impossible to overcome the
convinced that the farther we can go difficulties arising in other directions.
towards the prohibition of these arms, the A large number of delegates at this
greater will be the security of the nations. Conference are doubtless convinced that
I hope in any case that it will be possible the prohibition of the most offensive
lto reach an agreement to limit the use weapons and those representing the greatest
of these implements of war to such an extent threat to the civilian population, together
as to diminish very appreciably the danger with the reduction of the level of armaments
to peace which their very existence will and the establishment of effective control,
always present. would in themselves constitute a very

The agreement shown in the various considerable advance in the direction of
statements concerning the necessity of tak- security. It is difficult to imagine anything
ing special steps against certain arms which else that would contribute so effectively
threaten to render future wars even more to moral disarmament. So long as the great
terrible than warfare in the past is in war organisations, powerful armies and
itself a very important fact. If we succeed navies, remain intact, so long as men's
in concluding a Convention on this subject, minds are haunted by the dangers that
the consequence will be a very appreciable reside in the possibility of another great
reduction in military expenditure and war in which new means of destruction would
personnel, at any rate in the case of the be in operation, so long will it be impossible
larger countries, provided it is laid down to achieve moral disarmament, from which
that the personnel and money saved by alone complete security can issue. In our
these measures must not be used for other eyes moral disarmament based on a large re-
military purposes. In the States in which duction of armaments as provided in Article8
these implements of war have not hitherto is the best possible guarantee of security.
played an important part, their general pro- Guarantees of security founded on force will
hibition would doubtless facilitate reductions always be imperfect, since it is impossible
in other military branches. to foresee the issue of a war even with a

The statements of the various delegations considerable knowledge of the forces of the
show that countries are prepared to accept belligerants. Moreover, it is beyond question
an appreciable reduction on military expen- that the uncertainty of war has greatly in-
diture. Some delegations have expressly creased since chemical warfare began to play
declared that such reduction is necessary. such an important and ever-increasing part.
Others have been more reserved, but they At the same time, we quite understand
too have accepted the idea of reduction that great Powers which take a prepon-
under certain conditions. The military derant share in world politics, and even
expenditure of the various States certainly other countries which are not entirely at
does not form a very reliable criterion ease in regard to their neighbours, should
for comparison. Armaments of the same demand additional guarantees before con-
efficacy may be twice or even three times senting to make heavy reductions in their
more costly in one country than in another armaments. This view is very clearly ex-
owing to the differences in military organis- pressed in the French proposal put forward
ation, the level of prices and other factors. by M. Tardieu.
But it is also true that in any one State First of all it is asked that the system of
changes made in its military expenditure justice organised by the League and the
are constantly proportionate to the changes obligation to resort only to peaceful means
in the level of its armaments. For the should be strengthened. Great progress has
masses of the population, at all events, already been made in this direction by the



Covenant, the Locarno Treaties, the Paris In my view the problem that arises here
Pact, a large number of arbitration treaties, is whether it is feasible to organise such
the General Act, the Convention of Finan- forces and to ensure that they are used
cial Assistance, the Convention to improve properly and effectually. Needless to say,
the means of preventing war. Compulsory on this point, as in the case of the sanctions
arbitration without reserve is not yet, provided for in Article 16, the efficacy of
however, accepted by all countries. So far these means of coercion will depend on the
as we are concerned, I need hardly say that extent to which the armaments of individual
we should be delighted if the system of countries have been reduced. As long as
compulsory arbitration became general. they stand where they do now, an interna-
Denmark voted for the Geneva Protocol, the tional force will have to be very powerful
central idea of which was compulsory arbi- indeed if it is to be really effective, and it
tration. We regretted the failure of that will be extremely difficult to organise an
Protocol. We were among the first to international force on such a large scale.
ratify the General Act without reservation. In any case, I have some doubt as to the
Every effort to secur the consent of all possibility of forming an international force
countries to compulsory arbitration will out of national contingents.
receive our support, and I venture to hope My impression, however, is that among the
that, in view of the present threatening ideas that have been advanced in this con-
position, it might be possible to secure nection there is one that offers greater
unanimity on this point if we succeeded in possibilities than the rest. and has certainly
agreeing upon a Convention for the reduc- gained ground during the last few years.
tion of armaments. The idea in question is that of an air force

There is another problem that arises - organised by the League or by the States
that of more precise rules for the application signatory to a disarmament convention,
of the sanctions provided for in Article 16 and which would be constantly at the disposal
for the speedy organisation of investigations of an authority set up by those signatories.
in doubtful cases ; above all, that of defining Here again, it is true, very difficult problems
the aggressor. This idea will meet with no would arise in regard to the command,
opposition in principle. The difficulty, as the personnel, the station and the whole
numerous discussions have shown, is to organisation. I am by no means sure,
formulate more specific rules and to find a however, that those difficulties could not
clear definition of the aggressor. I freely be overcome. One of the essential conditions
admit, however, that any definition, even for the efficacy of such a force would cer-
if the jurists found it imperfect, would be taily be that individual countries should
of great value when statesmen were called be forbidden to maintain any military air-
upon to decide who was the aggressor in craft except for purposes of exploration,
any particular case. and that civil aviation used for transport

any. .. should be internationalised as is con-
Lastly, we find once again in the French templated in he French proposal.

proposal the idea of setting up an interna- It t me therefore, that, not-It seems to me, therefore that, not-
tional force, an international police, which stnding the differences of opinionwithstanding the differences of opinion
France put forward as long ago as at the that have found expression in the speeches
Peace Conference, and which gave rise to we have heard durng the last few days,

1ll kinds of discussion.l kinds of discussion.it should be possible to hold an exhaustive
In itself it is a perfectly logical idea. An discussion dealing with a series of practical

international institution should have some measures which might lead to an agreement
means of enforcing its rules just as a State on a number of important decisions that
has. The Covenant itself expresses this would lessen the danger of war, increase
idea. Article 16 provides for means of security and appreciably reduce the present
coercion. Hitherto, these sanctions have heavy burdens on all countries.
never been applied, and it has been made The problem is, of course, political rather
plain in the course of our debates that some than technical. If the statesmen are deter-
of us have little belief in their efficacy. mined to succeed, the technical difficulties
For my part, I feel that the greatest dif- can be overcome. It is certainly difficult
ficulty is to agree as to the application to reconcile the views prevalent in various
of those sanctions. If a situation develops countries and to satisfy public opinion in
in which the necessary agreement is secured each. There are conflicts of more or less
to bring the sanctions into operation, then real interests. The task of finding an agree-
I think they will be thoroughly effective, ment is a very hard one, I know, for the
especially economic sanctions. Obviously, statesmen, who at this moment hear a
however, they will be still more effective heavy responsibility; but I trust that the
if there has been a far-reaching reduction plain necessity for achieving success will
in the armaments of individual States. give them strength to accomplish that

The French delegation, and doubtless task.
other delegations as well, think however Previous speakers have almost all referred
that it would be helpful to organise in to the sombre background of our discus-
addition, in some form or other, interna- sions-- the unhappy events in the Far
tional forces which would be available East, which, as Baron Iamel emphasised
without delay. yesterday, constitute a very serious threat
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to the authority of the League ; the financial To-day we have reached the decisive
panic which is- paralysing production and hour -the hour when it has become our
causing an unprecedented volume of unem- imperative duty to succeed.
ployment; and the policy of economic
isolation which is growing daily in strength. The President. - His Excellency M. BeneS,
At a time when the world has a marvellously Minister for Foreign Affairs, delegate for
perfect apparatus of production, men and Czechoslovakia, will address the Conference.
machines have no work to do; at a time when
transport has reached an unparalleled degree M. Benes (Czechoslovakia):
of development, frontiers are being closed Translation: Our President explained to
to goods. All this movement is utterly us fully in his excellent opening speech all
inconsistent with modern technique, with the preparations and eforts that have been
the science of economics, with popular made since 1921 within the League, and
common sense, and with the idea of co- even outside it in connection with the two
operation in the name of which the League essential problems now before the Conference
was founded. We all know, we all under- the organisation of peace and the limi-
stand perfectly well that, if we prevent our tation and reduction of armaments.
neighbours from selling, we also preven Thee facts are before our eyes and in
them from buying. Yet all of us -in our minds, and I have no intention of
varying degrees, it is true -- are forced to referring to them again. In particular, I
swim with the rising tide of measures of have no wish to reopen the famous debate
isolation. on security and disarmament. I think that

From day to day it is becoming more at the present time, when the whole world
evident that this movement cannot long is waiting for us to accomplish something
continue without leading to an unprece- positive, we should turn our attention
dented cataclysm. The peoples will not rather to definite facts and proposals that
understand why they should live in poverty could be immediately carried into effect,
when there is an abundance of everything taking into account existing world politics.
they require. As 1oV Paul Painleve said, six Looking at matters from this standpoint,
years ago ' "Either the atmosphere of I have the honour - the Conference having
distrust in which we are plunged will heard the voices of the Great Powers whose
vanish, or this distrust will grow and role is decisive in the matter of disarmament
inevitably cause a terrible war of self- - to explain to you how the Government of
defence which will really mean the end a small Power which, in view of its geogra-
of our civilisation. " The truth of those phical situation, is particularly interested
words is even plainer to-day than at the in the organisation of peace and the problems
time when they were uttered. of disarmament sees these questions and

Modern civilisation is on the verge of the present political situation as a whole.
an abyss. If we are to save it, we must The situation in Europe, and indeed
find a solution for those grave and menacing throughout the whole world, is most serious.
problems which are so intimately linked The Far East is practically in a state of war.

the problem of reparations, the problem Europe, disturbed by several serious dis-
of economic isolation and the problem of putes, is, so to speak, undergoing a process of
armaments - which are creating a constant disintegration. Political dissensions have
danger of another great war, followed by been accompanied by a very serious econo-
terrible social upheavals. mic and financial crisis, itself complicated

I am not contemplating any complete i by the difficult problem of reparations and
I am not contemplating any complete lwar debts. All these factors are causing

solution. That? unhappily, is impossiblesolution. That, unhappil, is impossible enormous difficulties in every country, are
at the present moment. What is absolutely increasing party strife and persoal dis-
necessary, however, is a partial solutionnecessary, however is a partial solution agreement, and are disrupting the whole
of such a nature that international confi- sia ad r stru e ohepolitical. social and moral structure of the
dence may again begin to grow, that capital lor ld
and goods may again begin to circulate The result is gener uncertainty mutual
from one country to another in conformity an ever-growing distrust between the
with natural laws and may no longer be and e ong dstrut between th
arrested by insuperable artificial barriers. nations, and, finally, the fear of mgrave and unforeseen event, of some fait

Six years ago, M. Painleve, when opening cecompli which constitute, so many terrible
the sixth Assembly, gave it these three blows directed against the vital interests of
watchwords " Hope, venture, persevere " all. Such is the present moral state of the

During the thirteen years that have world, and it would serve no useful purpose
elapsed since the great war, the peoples to conceal these truths behind ambiguous
have lived in the hope that it would be phraseology.
possible to create an organisation ensuring True, very many States here represented
both peace and co-operation among the have signed a considerable number of
nations; important preparatory work has treaties and pacts guaranteeing the defence
been undertaken during those thirteen years; of certain of their interests. But the events
the peoples have persevered in their efforts of the last few years and the last few months
despite all the cruel disappointments they have thoroughly shaken - let us have the
have suffered. courage to admit this - have thoroughly



shaken the confidence of many in the - even if some do not say it aloud, - that
signatures of statesmen, in certain inter- the essential condition for the success of
national institutions, and even in the efficacy disarmrament is a certain degree of confidence
of the Covenant of the League of Nations between ourselves and confidence in interna-
as it is beginning to be applied to-day. tional institutions. But it must be admitted

It seems to me therefore that the imperious that the political, economic and moral situa-
duty of all of us is to bear constantly in tion of the leading countries and recent
mind the responsibility which is incumbent events, both world-wide and European, have
upon us to-day from the standpoint of not encouraged such a feeling, so that the
history and of our several countries, and, limitation and reduction of armaments can
conscious of this responsibility, to trace only be accomplished by stages, as con-
out beforehand our attitude towards the fidence, responding to the really effective
Conference by imposing on ourselves - working of the Geneva institutions, increases.
each one of us- certain essential obliga- We have still to consider carefully, in the
tions which must be fulfilled at all costs. light of political realities, what step can be
These obligations are, I think, embodied taken now. It is on this point that we shall
in the following principles: shortly be concentrating our efforts in the

discussions in the various commissions.1. At this Conference, there must at all commissions.
costs be signed a first Convention for the 3. It should also be stated clearly and
limitation and reduction of armaments. frankly that this first stage will, in a few
We must determine not to separate finally years, be followed by another stage, which
until we have achieved that result. must necessarily depend on the political

Several speakers here and elsewhere have evolution of the world.
declared that it would be a catastrophe if We all know quite well that the present
we were to separate without achieving real state or armaments, the present political
results. I venture to view the situation malaise in Europe, the diminution of con-
more calmly, though I am prepared to fidence in international institutions, are the
realise the force of such a contingency, and sure and inevitable corollares of conflicts
am fully alive to its dangerous possibilities - disputes or a state of tension between
namely, general uncertainty would be certain countries. We all know that the
increased, confidence would be still further problem of debts and reparations the
shaken, each country's fear of the others friction or disputes in certain parts of Europe
would be more acute, and faith in interna- the difficulties between certain great Powers
tional institutions would be still fainter are inevitably preventing progress in the
We should be going still farther forward into solution of the problems of the limitation
one of those political and historical periods, and reduction of armaments.
not rare in the history of humanity, which We must make up our minds to reach the
have been characterised by the preponder- seondst make up our minds to reach the
ating reign of force and the gradual abandon- second stage as soon as possible. To thataten of reign of e and te gradual aend, after the signature of the first disarma-ment of the reign of law.

One of the most considerable results of ment convention, the new atmosphere reul-
the last war has been the very great progress powerfl movm ent in am engender a
of international law, which, by founding Powerul motemen in all the Stateleading to the settlement between theinstitutions like the League of Nations concerned, great or small, of the
by proclaiming the principle, contained in oes ch are poiso g te atmos

theBriand-Kellogg act of the outlawry problems which are poisoning the atmos-the ]Briand-Kellog~g· Pact, of the outlawry phere of Europe and the world and prevent-
of war and the idea of general international ing us for progressing any further.
arbitration, has sought to create or, ats I y mth 
all events, inaugurate a new era of law and Th I think, the only method which
organised peace. A negative evolution will enable us to succeed; thus, we should
such as I have outlined would, on the con- revert to the respect for covenants and

trary, be a most dangerous backward step. treaties and for the authority of international
tre should f course be obliged sooner or institutions and, this I think, is, in the lastWe should of course be obliged sooner or
later to revert to the recognised reign of law analysis, the true position with regard to
and organied peace, for apart from those the famous dilemma, security or disarma-
two policies which necessarily succeed one nt and is the real and final solution of
another, there is no other policy in human boh these problems.
society; but, before then, what misfortunes, Fo thirteen years, the Czechoslovak
what misery should we not have to expe- Government has followed this policy withoutwhat misery should we not hve to expe- 
rience ? Perhaps it would be only the any variation. It has, at the present tie,
individual misfortune of a single State, more cogent reasons than ever for continuing
perhaps it might be merely a long and to pursue the same policy with greater
unhappy state of depression such as we firmness, perseverance and, above all, con-
are passing through to-day - but who viction.
knows whether it might not be something Since 1921, Czechoslovakia has taken not
far worse e only an active but a positive, definite and

practical part in all work connected with
2. We must then recognise a truth which the two problems before the present Con-

is clear to the whole world and which we ference: disarmament, on the one hand,
all probably feel in our inner consciousness and guarantees of security, on the other.
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The Czechoslovak delegation was represented aim of which is to strengthen the authority
on the Military Commission in 1921, helped to of the League Council. One essential part
prepare Resolution XIV in 1922 and the of this policy is, and must obviously be,
Treaty of Mutual Assistance in 1923, for real and effective action with a view to the
which I myself was Rapporteur. You all limitation and reduction of armaments.
remember the part our delegation played Faithful to these political principles, I
in 1924 in framing the Geneva Protocol, therefore desire to submit to you our con-
which was signed and ratified by our tribution to the work of the Conference.
Government. After the rejection of the Czechoslovakia has always respected her
Protocol, I took an active part in the signature and the international obligations
work at Locarno, as a result of which we she has assumed. he has signed Article 8she has assumed. She has signed Article 8
signed the Treaty of Arbitration with of the Covenant; she will execute and fulfil
Germany and the Protocol under which her obligations.
the Signatories agreed to begin the prepa-
ratory work for disarmament. In so far as With regard to the substance of this

a small Power was able to do so, we partici- obligation, our Government accepts as a

pated in the negotiations for the Briand- basis the work that has been accomplished
Kellogg Pact, of which we were also one of in the course of some years by the Prepa-

the original signatories. We have moreover ratory Commission resulting in the draft

stated that we shall be prepared to sign Convention with which you are all familiar.

special Pacts of non-aggression with any I have accordingly the honour to state here,

other Power that may desire to do so. on behalf of the Czechoslovak Government,
Side by side with these activities, the aim that my country accepts the draft as a

of which was the pacification of the post- whole and the principles embodied in it.

war world and the systematic and final It accepts the method of presentation of
organisation of peace, we also participated the six sections of the Convention-in parti-
in all preparatory work for the limitation cular, those parts relating to effectives and
and reduction of armaments. the period of service, those relating to land,

The Czechoslovak Government, faithful naval and air armaments, and those relating

to its policy of peace and international to budgetary expenditure. It further
rapprochement, also signed all the Con- accepts the view embodied in the Convention
ventions prepared by the Committee on regarding the exchange of information as to

Arbitration and Security. Finally, it has the position of the armaments of the various
acceded to Article 36 of the Statute countries, and also the organisation of the

of the Permanent Court of International Permanent Disarmament Commission, and
Justice. the prohibition of chemical warfare.

As you see, we have never varied or even At the same time, having made this
hesitated in our policy, which has never had declaration of general acceptance of the
any special or hidden aims. That policy work so far accomplished, and reserving
-has been for twelve years the expression the right to present figures for our armed
of the feelings of our people, of the con- forces and to compare them with the
viction and faith of their leaders and the military forces of such other countries as
manifestation of a hope for a long period are of particular concern to us, I would
of peace and a new era in the history of amplify my statement by the following
the world. It has from time to time, been general remarks:
criticised, even in my own country, by those
who, realising our particularly difficult 1. The Czechoslovak Government is of
geographical situation, did not believe in opinion that, when an agreement has been
the regular and effective operation of the reached betwen the Powers concerned regar-
international institutions of Geneva or the ding the figures necessary for each of them,
real value of the international treaties and the present draft Convention should state at
conventions signed. once the principle of a clear and definite

As Minister for Foreign Affairs, I have limitation of armaments.
been largely responsible for the whole of
this policy followed by our Government 2. It is prepared to agree to supervision
since the war. Those criticisms- which over effectives, armaments and the manu-
to-day might be regarded as justified, at facture of and trade in arms, on a more
all events to a certain extent, if we consider comprehensive and effective scale than the
certain events which have occurred during supervision provided for in the draft Conven-
the present world and European crisis tion, or than that which has hitherto been
-- those criticisms I have neutralised by operative in certain cases.
reinforcing the policy of international agree-
ments by means of supplementary regional 3. It would like a more complete system
agreements which I hoped and still hope of prohibition against chemical and bacte-
to see embodied in wider agreements within riological warfare to be established, and is
the framework of the European Union. prepared to extend that prohibition to
I come before the Conference to-day to state other forms of offensive warfare, more
once more my faith in the need for a policy especially the aerial bombardment of the

of peace and for the progressive, systematic civil population and of the towns, parti-
and scientific organisation of peace, the cularly the capitals, of belligerent countries.
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4. It holds strongly that this last certain extent altered or even reduced if an
measure should be supplemented by a agreement could be reached in the matter
system of penalties. with the other Powers, and if the nature of

the Convention as a whole were such that
5. Having, examined the proposals of the Czechoslovak Government could accept

the French delegation, I wish to say on it with confidence and with the certainty
behalf of our delegation that we feel that they that, in so doing, t would not be filing in it
are highly important and call for very duties to the nation, in its responsibilities
careful consideration. Our delegation does to the people or in its international obliga-
not doubt that the Powers concerned will tions
be able to arrive at definite results in their Such is the programme and such is the
negotiations on this subject, and we declare point of view that it as been my duy to
now that we are prepared to accept them put before you to-day, embodying the same
after detailed discussion of their specific moderate, realistic and sincere political
provisions - either as a whole or such parts outlook and the same hope for a better
of them as may be adopted by the other future that my country has been cherishing
Powers. The proposals of other Powers for nearly fourteen years in every field of
will likewise be very attentively considered international politics in which she has been
by the Czechoslovak delegation. able to make her influence felt.

6. Finally we feel that, inasmuch as there So I am putting before you, soberly but
has been a certain loss of confidence in the sincerily, moderately but in the interests
international institutions which represent of peace and with profound faith in the pos-
the principal guarantees of security for the sibility of accomplishing useful work, what

the Czechoslovak Government - with a
smaller nations and all of which, without v iew to alin rticle o the Covenant
exception, are designedto ensure peace andthevie te Leae ing Artic 8 polite covennir
administration of international justice, we staes - rea a in existing political circum-
are bound to give particular consideration stances regrd as is contribuion to the
to this important circumstance and to ternationalorganiationofpeace.
endeavour to devise means of establishing y Government is profoundly convinced
a more comprehensive, firm and efficacious a convention for the limitation and
system for the administration of interna-rmaments on the lines that
tional justice. In this matter, the examination I have indicated is practicable; that it

of the French proposals will afford us an would be of real benefit to all Powers without
opportunity of which the Conference will eopportunity of which the Conference will exception, whatever their attitude or their
undoubtedly take the fullest advantage. proposals during the previous discussions;

I pass now to the second fundamental and that the mere signature of such a con-
principle of the Convention which we are vention would in itself by a long step towards
prepared to sign, subject to the condition the recovery of our distempered world and
I have just stated--namely, the principle the speedy solution of the present economic
of the reduction of armaments. and political crisis.

I have to-day deliberately expressed
1. The Czechoslovak Government thinks myself in general terms and refrained from

that the Convention might, even at the offering any criticism or drawing any com-
present stage, embody and apply the second parison with the armed forces of any
fundamental principle of any action really country. I should like to conclude my state-
amounting to disarmament by stages, - ment by setting before you a page from our
namely, the principle of the reduction of national history which, insignificant as it
armaments. may be to you, is, I feel, worthy to be

recalled on the occasion of this memorable
2. In this connection, we are willing, Conference, the first of its kind in the

if the other Powers are also willing, to sub- history of the world
mit to the Conference the reductions that h y of the w .After the Thirty Years' War, whichour country regards at the present juncture War, wis couatre a nthprn Jbrought in its train, among other events, theas compatible with our national security. · .as comptible with our na l security, destruction of the Czech nation and the
Those reductions would affect the periodThe r tio w affe t pio final loss of our independence, there deve-
of service in our land army, which of course loped in Europe a situation analogous toloped in Europe a situation analogous to
involves a decrease in our average daily that which followed the war of 1914-1918:
peace-time effectives. a grave economic, political and moral crisis,

3. Lastly the Czechoslovak delegation and prolonged negotiations for the conclu-
does not refuse to examine, if the other sion of a lasting peace and the pacification
Powers interested agree, the possibility of of Europe. A very large proportion of the
reducing the budgetary expenditure which Czech governing class, who had defended
has been considered as essential for the our national independence and the religious
upkeep of our army. The Czechoslovak reform of the day, were obliged to go into
army is young, it is the army of a new exile. They attended the various peace con-
State which has no long-established military gresses to urge our rights and to uphold our
traditions; it is only gradually being organ- claims.
ised according to the plans laid down between In 1667, the delegates of the Powers
1920 and 1923. This minimum programme, concerned met at Breda to continue the
which is not yet completed, could be to a negotiations. The leader of the Czech
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exiles, the celebrated teacher and philo- deceitfully; with an open soul, not insi-
sopher J. A. Comenius, delivered to the diously. Then therefore ye will be bliss-
delegates to the congress a great address ful with your kings and peoples, if the
on the subject of peace, which embodied such glorious work of G6d, the work of justice,
profound ideas, such lofty thought, such peace, flourish under your hands, so that
integrity of feeling and such eternal truths in times to come the people of God
as may serve to-day -- after three centuries may dwell in a peaceable habitation, and in
of struggle for the restoration of our national sure dwellings, and in quiet resting-places. '

independence - to guide the Czechoslovak It is in the spirit that informed my great
delegation at Geneva in its action, and to compatriot nearly three centuries ago that
prove to every delegation without exception my country is taking its part in this Confe-
that the problems we have now to solve rence. Our present enterprise is not a mere
presented themselves in the same form to all human undertaking; it is destined to
previous generations. become historic and immortal in the annals

In paragraph 58 of his address to the of mankind, either by its success or by its
Peace Congress of Breda, Jean Comenius failure - to over-leap generations and
made the following appeal to the delegates to outlive the political preoccupations of
of the Powers: men and parties and the local and national

situations that exist in our day.
((Ye Ambassadors of Peace, then, that Inspired by these lofty ideals, and faith-

ye may do justice to your name, place in the ful to the international obligations of its
scales not only the plans of men but also country, the Czechoslovak delegation will
those of God; bear in mind, not only what endeavour to transfer them to the plane
your kings, but also what the King of kings of existing political realities, and it will not
requireth from you ; have as your abandon our negotiations here until it has
aim not war, but peace; and the- signed the first Convention for the limitation
refore remember that your negotiations and reduction of armaments.
must be conducted in a calm and even
manner, not passionately; frankly, not (The Conference rose at 12.55 p.m.)


